Starter Web Site using Glitch IDE

Objectives:
 Review Source Code Repositories/Version Control using GitHub
 Learn to use the Glitch IDE (Integrated Development Environment)
 Learn about Web Development by creating your own Web site
We will create a Web site with code in HTML, CSS, and JavaScript using Glitch, an on-line development
tool. Before starting the coding project in Glitch, we will set up a code repository in GitHub, so we will
have a place to store our code

Source Code Files/Repository/Version Control
Code is written and stored in files: You will be writing code in these programming languages: HTML,
JavaScript, and CSS. Your code is typed into files, saved with one of these extensions: .html, .js, .css.
Code Repository: Stores the code files for a project; can be shared among multiple developers working
on the project
Version Control: using a Version Control System (VCS) allows you to retain the version history for each
file. If you find that your latest changes are not working, you can revert back to a previous version
Git/GitHub: Git is a version control system with code repositories; it is installed on the developer’s
machine. GitHub is a Web-based version of Git and does not require software on your machine. You set
up a GitHub account online and create a code repository there for each of your projects.

Set up GitHub and your code repository
1. Go to https://github.com
2. If you already have an account, sign in and go to github.com/new to get to the Create a new
Repository page
3. If you do not have a GitHub account, create an account:
a. Click the Sign Up button in the upper right
b. Step 1: Fill in the form, then click Create an account
c. Step 2: Choose the Free subscription; uncheck the “Send me updates…”, and click
Continue
d. Step 3: Fill in form and click Submit
e. Step 4: Verify email: You will receive a verification email with a link to verify; clicking the
link in the email brings you to the Create a new Repository page
4. If you are not at the Create a new repository page, go to github.com/new
5. Create Repository, make it Public, check the box to “Initialize this repository with a README”
a. Since we will all start off with a Flask project, use this Repository name: “HelloWeb”
b. Your screen should look something like this:
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Clicking the Create repository button takes you to the new repository, displaying the file list and the
contents of the README.md file:

Stay logged into GitHub, and follow the steps below to create your project in Glitch
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Glitch: IDE (Integrated Development Environment)
An IDE provides the tools needed to:


Create and edit the files that make up your Web site
o Templates for starter projects provide a set of base files to get you up and running fast
 Organize the files into Projects and Solutions
 Deploy the files to your Web site where you and your friends can enjoy your creation on
phones, tablets, or computers
 Use features such as auto-complete, color-coding, and syntax checking to make it easier
There are several good IDE software products available. We have used Visual Studio Code, Visual Studio,
ATOM, and NetBeans, which work on both MAC and Windows, but these require installing the software
on the user’s machine and results may vary. For our initial development projects, we will be using Glitch,
an On-Line IDE

Glitch IDE:





Web-based: requires no download of the software onto the user’s machine, so it doesn’t matter
what type of computer you have
Stored in the Cloud: your projects are always available to you from any computer you use
Integrated with other development apps: including GitHub and Visual Studio Code
Team features: Projects can be shared among team members

Setup your Glitch account and connect it to GitHub:






Rather than create a separate set of login credentials for Glitch, we will use OAUTH (Open
Authorization) to securely access Glitch with our GitHub credentials
While logged in to GitHub, go to Glitch.com
Click the Sign In button --> Sign In with GitHub

The first time you sign in to Glitch with GitHub you will be asked to authorize FogCreek (the
original name of Glitch’s development company) to access your GitHub account:
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When you click the Authorize button, you will receive an email from GitHub notifying you that a
third-party OAuth application has been added to your account
You will also receive a welcoming email from Glitch with some ideas to get started

Create a Project based on a sample Web application:


Click the New Project button in Glitch and select hello-webpage



The editor opens with a fresh new Web site project! Files are listed in the left column; the
README.md file is selected and shown in the main editor window. A unique project name is
generated by Glitch and shown in the upper left. If you prefer a different name, click the down
arrow next to the name and type a new one. Take time to read the README.md file as it
explains the files in the project
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If you want a
different project
name, click the arrow
and type over the
name in the dialog
that opens



View your Web Site before changing anything: Click the Show button next to the project name,
select “Next to The Code” to see your Web page “live”:



The sample project is a fully functioning Web site that you can share and view on your phone or
computer! Click the Share button below the project name to get the link
The project is generated with the files which we will look at in more detail:
o README.md
o index.html
o script.js
o style.css
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The 3 Languages of our Web Site: HTML, CSS, and JavaScript




HTML: Structure of the page contents; headings, paragraphs, etc. Our starter page is named
“index.html”
CSS (Cascading StyleSheets): Presentation; determines appearance of a page; colors, fonts,
alignment, etc. Our stylesheet is named “style.css”
JavaScript: code to handle actions on a page; behavior; our starter script is named “script.js”

HTML: HyperText Markup Language (see index.html in the Glitch editor):













Good Reference: HTML Tutorial at W3schoools: https://www.w3schools.com/html/default.asp
Elements: the pieces of the HTML document, such as paragraphs, headings, images, links, etc.
are called elements
Tags: the “markup” that encloses elements. Most elements have an open tag enclosed in “angle
brackets” (e.g. <p> is open tag for a paragraph) and a close tag enclosed in “</>”, e.g. </p> is
close tag for a paragraph
Attributes: Name=value pairs added within the open tag of an element to define properties for
the element. Attributes are in the format name=”value”. Examples: some elements are given a
class attribute to allow us to attach a defined style <div class=”glitchButton
Document type: First line <!DOCTYPE HTML> tells the browser what version of HTML to
interpret; HTML5, in this case
HTML tags surround the document: the entire document is enclosed between <html> and
</html> tags
Head: The information in the <head> element is not displayed on the page but contains
information about the page, including various <meta> elements as well as links to stylesheets,
script files, etc.
Title: There should always be a <title> element inside the<head>. The title appears on the
Browser tab and shortcuts for the page. It is also used by Search engines
Body: All the content that is displayed on the page is contained between the <body></body>
tags

Add some elements to your index.html page


Heading tags: There are 6 available levels of headings; H1 thru H6; these should be used to
convey the semantic importance of your headings. The first level heading on our page is
<h1>Hi there!</h1> Add some additional levels of headings, notice that the changes
appear on the Web page as you type!
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Paragraphs: Organize your text into paragraphs; when the Browser sees the opening <p> tag it
treats it as the start of a new Block, meaning it starts a new line.
div: The <div> tag can be used to divide your page into logical sections; like a paragraph, a div is
a Block element, meaning it is started on a new line
Hyperlinks:
o Links in HTML are defined by the anchor tag <a></a>
o The text between the start and end tags is what is displayed
o The href attribute tells the Browser the destination for the link
 For a link to another site include https:// and full path
 For a link to another page or image on the same site include path if not in same
directory
o External Link to another Web site: Example on index.html page:
 <a href="https://glitch.com">Glitch</a>
 Text displayed as the link is “Glitch”
 Clicking it goes to https://glitch.com
o Internal link to a different directory on same site:
 To try this out, copy your index.html page to a new directory by clicking the 3
dots next to the index.html file name, and choosing Duplicate

Type morepages/info.html in the popup box: this creates a page named
info.html in a new directory morepages

o

o


 Change something on the new page so you will know which page you are viewing
On your index.html page add a link to the new page:
<a>href=morepages/info.html target=”_blank”>Visit our Info
Page</a>
The target attribute determines where the link will open; “_blank” opens in a new
window

Images:
o The image tag is one of the few HTML tags without a closing tag. Format is:
 <img src="img_cat.jpg" alt="Cat picture">
o The text in the alt attribute will be displayed if the image cannot be displayed; it is
important for accessibility
o The src value is the path to the image; Glitch has a special way of providing us the
capability of using our own images; they will be uploaded to the assets folder:
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o
o
o
o

o
o


Create an Asset to embed in your project: Click “assets” in the side file list, click Upload
an Asset, select an image from your computer and click to upload
To add the image to the Index.html page:
In “assets” click the image you uploaded to see the URL for the src
Click the Copy button next to the URL

In your index.html page add an img tag using your asset’s URL as the value for the src
<img src="https://cdn.glitch.com/e5ca7c98-5d9d-4b53-b34edf08b597b9ac%2FFVGCCLogoTransparent.png?v=1574717793432" alt="FVGCC Logo">

Example of an index.html page with added heading levels, hyperlinks (anchor tags), and an
image:

Styling with CSS (Cascading StyleSheets):









Select the style.css file to edit from the list on the left
Styles are defined for the body and the h1 elements in this sample file
Format is: selector {list of semi-colon separated name/value pairs}
In the sample file there are 2 style definitions, one for the tag body and one for the tag h1; there
are other types of selectors besides tag names but we will defer looking at those until later.
The style for the h1 tag sets the font-style to italic and the color to #373fff. The color format is
our old friend hexadecimal! But it can be also be defined by name or by RGB values
For details on how to define colors on your Web site please see
https://www.w3schools.com/colors/default.asp
Try changing the styles or add some of your own; here is an example of different styles for each
of 3 levels of headings
Good reference at w3schools: https://www.w3schools.com/css/default.asp
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Make something happen with JavaScript code:









JavaScript is a client-side coding language that controls behavior of the Web site; it may make
something happen when a user clicks on an element for example
It is client-side because it actually runs on the user’s Browser which is the client. We will talk in a
later meeting about the difference between client-side and server-side code. We will do another
project using Python as a server-side coding language
Select the script.js file to edit from the list on the left
The starter script has one line of code that logs a message to the console
We can see console messages in Chrome using DevTools. Open DevTools with F12 in Windows,
Command+Option+I on Mac. When DevTools opens, select the console tab

We will work on adding more JavaScript code together.

CSS files and Script files are linked to the page in the <head> section:
o

On your index.html page note these 2 lines:
<link rel="stylesheet" href="/style.css">
<script src="/script.js" defer></script>
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Connect your project to GitHub


Connect your project to GitHub: At bottom left, select Tools --> Git, Import, and Export, then
Connect GitHub:



Authorize Access to your GitHub Repositories: If this is the first time connecting, you will get a
confirmation popup; click the Authorize FogCreek button



Export your project to your GitHub Repo:
o Open Tools --> Git, Import, Export again: After you have granted access to your
repositories, the view looks like this:
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o
o

Load your current project to GitHub by clicking Export to GitHub
Change “user/repo” to your GitHub user name/name of the repo you created; click OK

o

Commit with a comment: a Commit operation in GitHub updates GitHub with your
current code. It requires a comment. Glitch provides a default one that you can change

Glitch created a new branch in GitHub for your repository:



Go to Github.com again; you should still be logged in
Go to your HelloWeb Repository, refresh the page, and drop down the list of branches



A new branch was created, named “glitch”, select that one to view your changes; you should
see all of the files that are in your Glitch project
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